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Annuity Leadership Forum & Virtual Hill Walk Attendees,

We’re pleased to welcome you to NAFA’s 11th annual Annuity Leadership Forum! After a year of uncertainty and 
instability, we’re excited to see increasing signs of a transition to the “next normal.” Annuity sales are rebounding to 
pre-pandemic levels and anticipation abounds for continued momentum. Though we cannot predict what the future 
will hold, we can take an active role in helping our members and the industry at large plan for it. In an effort to do so, 
we have lined up an incredible set of industry experts covering several of the most pressing issues impacting fixed 
annuities and the future of our business to share their insights. 

The event kicks off June 15 with Austan Goolsbee, who will provide a riveting look at today’s complex political landscape. 
Given his background serving in Washington as the Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers and a member of 
President Obama’s cabinet., he’ll offer an insider’s perspective on key considerations for the current administration and 
beyond. In a similar vein, we have three panelists prepared to dive into what’s happening on the economic horizon, 
from COVID to cryptocurrency to federal issues impacting all aspects of retirement planning. 

Meanwhile, some of our most anticipated discussions will come from a combination of industry authorities, Senate 
leadership and our in-house advocacy team in the form of a look the future of annuity regulation and legislation. From 
the continued rollout of the revised NAIC suitability model to potential impacts of the soon-to-be-in-effect DOL fiduciary 
rule to movement on the SECURE Act 2.0, there’s a lot to unpack and not a better set of professionals to help you do 
so. We also look forward to a first look at new industry research rolling out from our friends at the Alliance for Lifetime 
Income, as well as a panel highlighting a laser focus of the industry on diversity, equity and inclusion in the workplace 
and in terms of retirement planning support nationwide.

In case you haven’t already, I encourage you to mark your calendars to attend our live sessions, keeping in mind a 
few will not be recorded due to speaker requirements. I also hope you’ll make plans to join us for an interactive happy 
hour during which you can put your industry knowledge to the test. Participants will have the opportunity to win some 
fantastic prizes while enjoying the camaraderie of fellow attendees in a shared commitment to the future of fixed annuities. 

Finally, we have arranged for our members to participate in an afternoon “on the Hill” to share our position and 
members’ personal stories with elected officials. Annually our Hill Walk is celebrated as one of the best parts of our 
Forum, regardless of meeting format, and year this promises to be no different. NAFA continues to monitor and engage 
on issues impacting product, distribution and oversight, and your participation in this process in critical to the overall 
effectiveness of our outreach.

I’d like to personally thank Matt Hargrafen, Paul Garofoli and our entire program committee for bringing their wonderful 
vision for this event to life. On behalf of NAFA’s Board of Directors, the NAFA staff, and the Government and Legal Affairs 
Committee, I want to thank each of you for making the Forum a priority in your busy schedules and for celebrating 
National Annuity Awareness with us!

Best regards,

Chuck DiVencenzo
President & CEO, NAFA

A VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE | JUNE 15 - 17, 2021
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Nationwide proudly  
presents keynote speaker,

Austan  
Goolsbee
Tuesday, June 15 at 10 CST/11 AM EST
Goolsbee is a noted economist and writer who has become popular in 
the media for his ability to clearly explain complex economic concepts. 
He has served in Washington as the Chairman of the Council of 
Economic Advisers and as a member of President Obama’s cabinet.  
In 2009, he was voted “D.C.’s Funniest Celebrity.”

Join us to hear his insights on the economic challenges facing the 
President and Congress, as well as which industries, groups and 
geographies will be doing better or worse this year and beyond.

Nationwide is on your side.®
Investments | annuities | life Insurance | retirement plans

Products issued by Nationwide Life Insurance Company or Nationwide Life and Annuity Insurance Company, Columbus, Ohio.  
Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle, Nationwide is on your side, and other marks displayed in this message are service marks 
of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company and/or its affiliates, unless otherwise disclosed. ©2021 Nationwide
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Nationwide is on your side Reacting to  
news headlines

Overview

Staying focused when headlines react
The emotional influence of news headlines on investors,  
and the consequences of emotional investor behavior.

Key highlights

News headlines lead investors 
to make irrational and 
emotional decisions, many 
times due to the hard-wiring  
of the human brain. 

The average investor has 
underperformed the market 
as they have tried to time 
changes in performance trends. 
Frequent trading and short 
holding periods are driven by 
emotional reactions to news 
headlines.

Investors can help avoid 
reactions to market headlines 
by sticking to investment 
basics, seeking opportunities 
to buy when others sell, 
and working with a financial 
professional.

Bad news is good business
In the information glut, attention and diversion are more valuable 
than knowledge and intelligence. For the most part, broadcasters 
and publishers of financial news strive not to inform investors 
but to attract them. Their profits are driven by ratings and click-
throughs — the more viewers or subscribers they have, the more 
attractive their media platforms are to advertisers. And nothing 
attracts individual investors more than bad news. 

Look at the financial markets to see the effect that news headlines 
can have on investors. It is often said investors climb a “wall of worry” 
as market cycles reach their final stages, either at the bottoms of  
bear markets or new the peaks of bull markets.

The worries that build this wall are usually economic, but political 
or international events can also sway investor sentiment as well. 
Eventually, investors overcome these worries and market cycles 
transition from growth to consolidation (or vice versa). But getting 
through those transitions takes time. Meanwhile, the drumbeat of 
news headlines drives the wall of worry higher. This is when investors 
are most vulnerable to making emotional and irrational decisions.

A neurological view
The same part of the brain 
that regulates emotion — the 
amygdala — is also used for 
decision-making. In stressful 
situations, emotions can take 
over the amygdala and influence 
decision-making processes.  
This leads to behaviors that are 
less rational and more impulsive.

amygdala



Maintain a disciplined approach 
to investing
The solution for countering the influence and 
effects of headline-driven emotional investing 
lies within the individual. By understanding the 
true role of the financial media and recognizing 
how sensational reports of market events can 
push our emotional buttons, individual investors 
can tap their own willpower to avoid making 
emotionally charged decisions and stick to the 
investment plan they established with their 
financial advisor. 

By avoiding emotional decisions and maintaining 
a disciplined approach to investing, investors can 
seek to keep more of the money they save and 
earn and be positioned for opportunities to buy 
when prices are low.

Recalling these basic principles of investing can  
help investors manage the onslaught of financial 
news headlines:

Stick with investments for the long term  
to help achieve long-term goals.

Tune out the noise from the financial news 
media, and don’t take any action in response  
to news events without first consulting a 
financial advisor.

Maintain a diversified portfolio that’s suitable 
for your investment goals and risk tolerance to 
help lessen the impact of market fluctuations.

Take advantage of opportunities to invest 
when other investors display emotional 
behaviors, buying when they are selling  
in falling markets.

Key takeaways for investors:

Be aware of the role the 
financial media plays in the 
industry and understand 
how headlines of dramatic 
market events can trigger 
investor emotions and 
influence behavior.

Individual investor 
performance consistently 
lags the markets because 
investors trade frequently 
and try to time the market in 
reaction to news headlines.

 Stay invested for the long 
term to achieve long-term 
goals, and follow basic 
investment principles to 
downplay the role that 
emotions can have on 
investor behavior.

Looking for more insights like this? Check out the The Advisor Advocate, a financial services blog 
from Nationwide offering timely, relevant expertise on the topics that matter most to financial 

advisors and their clients; from economic insights and inspired, informed guidance for your  
clients to advice for building your practice. Visit blog.nationwidefinancial.com

Nationwide is on your 
side

This material is not a recommendation to buy, sell, hold or rollover any asset, adopt an investment strategy, retain a specific investment manager or use a particular account type. 
It does not take into account the specific investment objectives, tax and financial condition or particular needs of any specific person. Investors should discuss their specific 
situation with their financial professional.

Except where otherwise indicated, the views and opinions expressed are those of Nationwide as of the date noted, are subject to change at any time, and may not come to pass.

Nationwide Funds are distributed by Nationwide Fund Distributors LLC (NFD), member FINRA, Columbus, Ohio. NFD is not affiliated with any subadviser contracted by 
Nationwide Fund Advisors (NFA), with the exception of Nationwide Asset Management LLC (NWAM).

Nationwide Investment Services Corporation, member FINRA, Columbus, Ohio.

Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. © 2021 Nationwide
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ALLIANZ LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA

11 YEARS OF DELIVERING ON 
INCREASING INCOME POTENTIAL

95%
Annuities are designed to meet  
long-term needs for retirement  
income by providing tax deferral, 
a death benefit during the 
accumulation phase, and a 
guaranteed stream of income  
at retirement.

Our track record shows that income 
benefits for Allianz fixed index 
annuities (either built-in or via an 
optional rider for an additional  
cost) have provided clients with 
income increases. 

That’s important – because  
even guaranteed lifetime income 
needs the potential to increase to 
help your clients address inflation.

And every time there’s an income 
payment increase, that new higher 
payment is guaranteed for the rest 
of that client’s life (as long as the 
terms of the contract are followed).

SEE THE COMPLETE 
11-YEAR HISTORY AT  

www.allianzlife.com/theproof.

RECEIVED AN INCOME INCREASE.1

There is no guarantee that a contract will receive an increase in any given year. 

1  Percentage of clients taking income who have received at least one increase. The total number of contracts used for this analysis was 22,648, and represents any 
increase of any amount in a given year. Income payments were elected from 1/1/2008 through 12/31/2018. Income increases are reflective of multiple products 
and income benefits that were available at that time. Individual contracts may have seen varying amounts of income increases.

Past income payment increases are not a guarantee of future results.

With the purchase of any additional-cost riders, the contract’s values will be reduced by the cost of the rider. This may result in a loss of principal and interest (gains) 
in any year in which the contract does not earn interest or earns interest in an amount less than the rider charge.

Withdrawals will reduce the contract value and the value of any protection benefits. Additional withdrawals taken within the contract withdrawal charge schedule 
will be subject to a withdrawal charge and market value adjustment. All withdrawals are subject to ordinary income tax and, if taken prior to age 59½, may be 
subject to a 10% federal additional tax.

For complete information about fixed annuities, ask your financial professional for a contract or Statement of Understanding that outlines the risks, fees,  
and expenses, as well as other information.
Guarantees are backed by the financial strength and claims-paying ability of Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America (Allianz).

Products are issued by Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America, 5701 Golden Hills Drive, Minneapolis, MN 55416-1297. 800.950.1962 www.allianzlife.com

• Not FDIC insured • May lose value • No bank or credit union guarantee • Not a deposit • Not insured by any federal government agency or NCUA/NCUSIF

This notice does not apply in New York. In New York, products are issued by Allianz Life Insurance Company of New York, New York City.

Product and feature availability may vary by state and broker/dealer.



When plans change,  
you need agility.

Athene AgilitySM. A versatile fixed indexed annuity that delivers…

• An Income and Death Benefit Rider included at no additional charge

• An immediate bonus applied to the Benefit Base1

• An Enhanced Income Benefit Rider automatically built in2

Another innovative annuity solution from Athene, where market-leading 
product designs are powered by unconventional thinking.

For financial professional use only. Not to be used with the offer or sale of annuities. 
1Benefit Base has no Cash Surrender Value and cannot be withdrawn in a lump sum.
2This benefit is NOT long-term care insurance nor is it a substitute therefore. Availability may vary by state.
The term “financial professional” is not intended to imply engagement in an advisory business with compensation unrelated to sales. Financial professionals will be paid a commission on the sale of an 
Athene annuity.
Athene Agility [GEN (09/15) NB], Income and Death Benefit Rider [IR (06/18)] and Enhanced Income Benefit Endorsement [EIBR (06/18)] or state variations are issued by Athene Annuity and Life 
Company, West Des Moines, IA. Product features, limitations and availability vary; see the Certificates of Disclosure for details. Products not available in all states. Neither Athene Annuity and Life Company 
nor its representatives offer legal or tax advice. Please consult your personal attorney and/or advisor regarding any legal or tax matters.
This material is provided by Athene Annuity and Life Company (61689) headquartered in West Des Moines, Iowa, which issues annuities in 49 states (excluding NY) and D.C., and Athene Annuity & Life 
Assurance Company of New York (68039) headquartered in Pearl River, New York, which issues annuities only in New York. Products not available in all states.

ATHENE ANNUITIES ARE PRODUCTS OF THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY AND NOT GUARANTEED BY ANY BANK NOR INSURED BY FDIC OR 
NCUA/NCUSIF. MAY LOSE VALUE. NO BANK/CREDIT UNION GUARANTEE. NOT A DEPOSIT. NOT INSURED BY ANY  
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY. MAY ONLY BE OFFERED BY A LICENSED INSURANCE AGENT.
22463   (07/20)

Discover more at
Athene.com/NAFA-Agility



Solving the 
   Annuity Puzzle
Baby boomers are facing greater financial challenges than previous generations. Many are 
carrying mortgages into retirement, while others are still supporting their adult children 
and even elderly parents. On top of these challenges, lifespans are increasing. On average, 
65-year-olds today are expected to live to age 85 and about one out of every four will live 
past age 90.* With this new reality, clients are increasingly seeking strategies that convert 
their savings into guaranteed income to meet their lengthy retirements and increased costs 
of day-to-day living.

The annuity puzzle
Given the strong need to avoid outliving one’s savings, you may expect more consumers to look to annuities 
to achieve their lifetime income goals. However, many people are unfamiliar with these products or 
misunderstand how an annuity works and the benefits it can provide.

The fact that many consumers do not purchase annuities when it likely is in their rational self-interest to do so 
is called the "annuity puzzle." Athene realized this puzzle was interfering with consumers' ability to plan for a 
financially secure retirement, and set out to find out why.



Breaking through the biases 
Your clients may be unknowingly bringing biases to 
the table — interfering with their ability to plan for a 
financially secure retirement. 

Researchers have made headway in understanding 
what drives some consumers to purchase annuities, 
while others do not. Athene commissioned a 
review of biases from two experts in judgment and 
decision making at the UCLA Anderson School of 
Management. Solving the annuity puzzle: A behavioral 
analysis explores 10 behavioral biases that can keep 
consumers from purchasing annuities — ranging from 
fear of mortality to lack of financial confidence. 

Many of these biases appear to stem from how 
consumers respond to four key sources of uncertainty 
that they face when considering whether or not to 
purchase an annuity, including:

• "How long will I live?"

• " How much money will I need to cover that 
amount of time?"

• " How would an annuity perform for me 
compared to other investments?"

• "Am I understanding this all properly?"

Turning consumer insight into  
a competitive advantage 
Solving the annuity puzzle: A behavioral analysis 
also pairs each bias with potential strategies for 
overcoming them. These solutions may boost 
your clients’ interest in purchasing annuities and 
facilitate better financial planning. For example, you’ll 
discover how words matter and how to reframe the 
conversation around annuities and retirement goals 
to more effectively build relationships with clients to 
better provide them with product solutions they really 
need and want. You’ll also learn that when it comes 
time to present your solutions, clients should initially 
be presented with a small number of options that are 
tailored to their needs to prevent “choice overload.”  

By spotting biases early and lessening their influence, 
you can reshape the conversation to find solutions 
that meet each individual’s needs and clear the path 
for clients to make confident financial decisions about 
their future that best serve their needs.

Discover the 10 common 
behavioral biases against 
annuities and the solutions 
for overcoming them.

Visit Athene.com/NAFA
to download the whitepaper today!

* Social Security Administration. https://www.ssa.gov/planners/lifeexpectancy.html
For financial professional use only. Not to be used with the offer or sale of annuities.  
The term “financial professional” is not intended to imply engagement in an advisory business with compensation unrelated to sales. Financial professionals will 
be paid a commission on the sale of an Athene annuity. 
Athene Annuity and Life Company (61689), headquartered in West Des Moines, Iowa, and issuing annuities in 49 states (excluding NY) and D.C.,  
and Athene Annuity & Life Assurance Company of New York (68039), headquartered in Pearl River, New York, and issuing annuities in New York, are  
not undertaking to provide investment advice for any individual or in any individual situation, and therefore nothing in this should be read as investment advice. 

ATHENE ANNUITIES ARE PRODUCTS OF THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY AND NOT GUARANTEED BY ANY BANK NOR INSURED BY FDIC OR 
NCUA/NCUSIF. MAY LOSE VALUE. NO BANK/CREDIT UNION GUARANTEE. NOT A DEPOSIT. NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
AGENCY. MAY ONLY BE OFFERED BY A LICENSED INSURANCE AGENT.

22462    (07/20)



Products issued by Great American Life Insurance Company® (Cincinnati, Ohio), a wholly owned 
subsidiary of MassMutual. © 2021 Great American Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. 

Great American® appearing with the Great American Logo is a registered trademark of Great 
American Insurance Company and is used under license.

For producer use only. Not for use in sales solicitation. 5939-GAL-1 (6/21)    

Mary from Montana, 
valued annuity customer 

since 2017

 It pays to keep things simple.®

When it comes to helping clients plan for their futures, we 
believe it pays to keep things simple. From the annuity 
solutions we offer to the service we provide, we make things 
as easy as possible. Whenever you have a question, we’re only 
a phone call away. 

Hundreds of thousands of individuals have entrusted a piece 
of their retirement to Great American Life®. Let us help your 
clients reach their goals, too. 

GAconnect.com

Why Do Hundreds  
Of Thousands Turn  
to Great American Life?

Proud 
supporter of the 

2021 NAFA 
Annuity 

Leadership 
Forum
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Tony Compton 
Vice President B/D & RIA 
Sales 
Great American Life 
Insurance Company 

RILA Sales Surge as Investors Seek 
Growth and Protection 
330 percent. That’s the growth in the registered index-linked annuity 
(RILA) channel since 2016. Guaranteed rate annuities, fixed-indexed 
annuities (FIAs) and variable annuities (VAs) have all seen periods of 
substantial growth, but the acceptance and adoption of this newest 
product type drove total RILA sales volume to more than $24 billion 
in 2020.* 

 
So why have RILAs become so popular so quickly? 
RILAs are quickly becoming an industry favorite partly because of the 
innovative design, but also due to economic conditions affecting more 
traditional types of annuities. 

For example, FIAs have been a staple in retirement planning for years; 
however, in recent years we have seen interest rates continue to fall. 
These lower interest rates negatively affect the caps that carriers 
can offer on FIAs. As a result, over the last two years, we’ve seen 
historically low earning potential from these types of products. 

Additionally, new and updated regulations continue to put a spotlight 
on the fees that consumers are paying to own some types of annuities, 
such as traditional VAs. These fees may not be as acceptable today as 
they were in the past. 

 
“RILAs are quickly becoming an industry 
favorite partly because of the innovative 
design, but also due to economic conditions 
affecting more traditional types of annuities.” 

 

Insert RILAs. RILAs offer a mixture of FIAs and VAs. With a RILA, the 
client can experience loss in the account value (similar to a VA), but 
there is some downside protection through either a floor or buffer, which 
we’ll get into shortly. Because the client is taking on additional risk, 
there is more upside potential than a traditional FIA. In many situations, 
the additional earning potential is 300 percent higher with RILAs. 
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Straightforward protection options 
There are a few different ways RILAs provide clients with downside 
protection. A floor option protects against losses that exceed a certain 
amount, commonly -10% each year. So, if the applicable index declines 
between 0 and -10%, the client would incur the full loss that year. 
However, if the index decreases by more than -10%, the client is protected 
from the amount that exceeds -10%. In other words, a floor is the 
maximum annual loss the client can incur. 

The other common strategy is a buffer option. A buffer protects from losses 
up to a certain amount each year, commonly -10%. If the index goes down 
more than -10%, the client would incur the loss that exceeds -10%. So, if 
the index decreases by -22%, the client’s loss would be -12% that year. 

 
Market-linked growth opportunity 
For the growth component, RILAs credit interest based on the positive 
performance of a market index. The amount of interest credited is equal to 
the index change, up to a cap or multiplied by a participation rate. Again, 
because of the potential loss exposure, caps and participation rates for 
RILAs are higher than those for FIAs to offer more of an upside reward. 

 
No or low fees 
The construction of RILAs often gives the client a reprieve when it comes 
to an account fee. Many of these products are offered with no fee, or a 
low client fee in comparison to traditional VAs – adding to their appeal. 

Just like we’ve seen great evolution when it comes to FIAs and VAs, it’s 
exciting to see where the RILA industry will go. This product type is new, 
but we’re already seeing design progress. 

 
What does all this mean for you and your clients? 
The bottom line is this: Whenever clients have more choices for their 
retirement assets, they are able to choose something that best fits their 
needs. It also gives advisors more opportunity to tailor their offerings 
specifically to their individual clients. 

As with any product, you should take the time to review the details and 
the competition to ensure you have a complete understanding of the 
features. I believe that once you do, you will realize why you want to add 
this newest annuity type to your solutions for 2021 and beyond. 
*Source: LIMRA 12-31-2020 
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Volatility Control – Less Is Mower  
By Jeff Barnes, National Accounts Senior Manager, EquiTrust  
 
I have a friend who races riding lawn mowers.  Yes, this is actually a thing.  He even travels out of 
state to compete in races.  And can those things fly!  Unfortunately, he had  
a bad accident in a race a few years back – a broken-foot-and-fibula kind of accident with steel rods 
and several screws. 
 
I own a riding lawn mower, which I use for cutting my grass.  One day I asked my friend why his mower is so much 
faster than mine.  “Because I took the governor off of mine,” he said.  Then he chuckled, “and I did a few other things 
to it.”  He explained that the governor regulates the engine’s speed by controlling the amount of fuel provided to 
it.  Removing the governor lets him go faster.  And sometimes crash. 
 
This made me think of Volatility Controlled Indices included with annuity and life products.  It is kind of like an index 
with a governor.  There are benefits to controlling an index’s volatility for purposes of index-linked annuities and life 
insurance.   
 
First, call options are less expensive for the issuer.  Generally, this allows the insurance company to provide higher cap 
and participation rates compared to an index without volatility control.  This is pretty obvious when you look at rates 
offered on a volatility controlled index compared to an index with no volatility control – such as the S&P 500 Index.   
 
Second, reduced volatility bodes well when it comes to renewal rates. The call options tend to be more stable than a 
non-volatility controlled index because market conditions don’t impact the option costs nearly as much.  Less potential 
for “renewal rate wrecks,” so to speak. 
 
I am not suggesting that one type of an index is better than another.  But I am suggesting that the opportunity for 
greater participation in an index with more stable results may be worth a look.  And I encourage diversifying among 
the different crediting strategies when choosing allocations.   
 
I get excited about how our industry continues to evolve in ways that help our clients customize products to accurately 
suit their needs. More horsepower and speed isn’t always the best solution.    
 
For purposes of mowing my lawn, having a governor is probably a good thing.  But my mower includes a feature that 
my friend’s mower doesn’t … a cup holder.           
 
About Jeff Barnes  
As National Accounts Senior Manager, Jeff is responsible for building and supporting marketing organization 
relationships to enhance sales and recruiting success. Jeff joined EquiTrust Life in 2012 and has over 25 years of 
insurance-industry experience. Jeff is a graduate of Drake University, and is active with NAFA where he served four 
years on the Education Committee and now serves on the Membership Committee.   
 
(Potential pull-quote:  There are benefits to controlling an index’s volatility for purposes of index-linked 
annuities and life insurance.) 
 
Disclosure:  
Originally posted to InsuranceNewsNet.com.   
EquiTrust does not offer investment advice to any individual or agent and this material should not be 
construed as investment advice. Products underwritten and issued by EquiTrust Life Insurance Company, 
West Des Moines, Iowa. Products distributed by EquiTrust Insurance Marketing Services; in California doing 
business as EQT Insurance Marketing Services. 



D E L I V E R I N G   E X T R A O R D I N A R Y  E X P E R I E N C E S

Your safety and comfort is our job. 
As we design incentive trips, meetings, and events, we make it a point to 
select venues that provide exceptional hospitality. When it comes to desti-
nations, our key priorities are the safety of our clients and their visitors, as 
well as the consistent hospitality and upkeep of hotels and resorts.

You'll have peace of mind knowing that when you choose a property 
from the ADI Safety Certified list that they were thoroughly exam-

ined by ADI or an ADI partner on criteria including:

Health and Safety Protocols
Physical Condition

Service and Amenity Levels
Technology Improvements

Contact ADI to discuss certified properties for your next event!

Terrie Rickard | Vice President of Operations
trickard@adimeetings.com | 480-725-8960
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©2021 American Equity. All Rights Reserved. 

American Equity Investment Life Insurance Company®

6000 Westown Pkwy, West Des Moines, IA 50266

www.american-equity.com ● Call us at 888-221-1234

Annuities and Rider issued under form series ICC17 BASE-IDX, ICC17 IDX-10-5, ICC17 IDX-10-7, ICC17 IDX-10-10, ICC18 E-PTPC, ICC18 E-MPTP, ICC18 E-PTPR, ICC18 E-MPTP-A (Patent Pending), ICC16 R-MVA, 
ICC18 R-WSC, ICC17 BASE-IDX-B, ICC17 IDX-11-10, ICC17 R-LIBR-FCP, ICC17 R-LIBR-FSP, ICC17 R-LIBR-W-FCP, ICC17 R-LIBR-W-FSP and state variations thereof. Availability may vary by state. LIBR with Wellbeing 
Benefit not available in California or Delaware.
American Equity Investment Life Insurance Company® does not offer legal, investment, or tax advice. Each client has specific needs which should be discussed with a qualified legal or tax advisor.
Guarantees are based on the financial strength and claims paying ability of American Equity and are not guaranteed by any bank or insured by the FDIC. Other retirement options may also support similar goals.
1Participation rate is set at issue and subject to change.
2 Bonus available on IncomeShield 10 1st year premiums. Each year after the 1st contract year, you become vested in a percentage of the bonus, until 100% vested at the end of the 10th contract year. Vested 
amounts of the bonus are the amounts not forfeited as a result of an early withdrawal or surrender. Bonus, surrender charges, and vesting schedules may vary by state. See brochure and disclosure for details.

39 year surrender charge in California.

• 7% Premium Bonus2    

• 5 Lifetime Income Benefit Rider Options                                                                                                      

•  7 and 103 year surrender charge 
schedule available

• Competitive Participation Rates1

•  5, 7, and 103 year surrender charge 
schedule available

•  Multiple 1-and 2-year crediting strategies

•  Selection of 5 index allocation options

IncomeShieldAssetShield
FIXED INDEX  ANNUITY FIXED INDEX  ANNUITY

American Equity’s suite of competitive products can help 
your clients throughout their retirement journey. 

Accumulation

Proud Sponsor of NAFA

Guaranteed Income

If your clients are looking for accumulation or guaranteed income, look to American Equity for a solution.





Delawarelife.com   |   844.DEL.SALE (844.335.7253)

Simple, smart  
retirement  
income solutions

Delaware Life Insurance Company is authorized to transact business in all states (except New York), the District of Columbia, 
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. 

Variable Annuities are issued by Delaware Life Insurance Company, Waltham MA and distributed by Clarendon Insurance 
Agency, Inc. (member FINRA). Both companies are members of Group1001.

FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY. NOT FOR USE WITH THE PUBLIC.
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NAFA.com

WHAT WE DO
As we work to protect the products and professionals Americans need access to in order to generate guaranteed 
lifetime income and retire well, we rely on our three foundational pillars to guide us.

WHO WE ARE 
NAFA, the National Association for Fixed Annuities, is the premier trade association dedicated exclusively to fixed 
annuities. Our primary mission is to promote the awareness and understanding of fixed annuities. Founded in 1998, 
NAFA’s membership represents every aspect of the fixed annuity marketplace and every channel of distribution, 
including insurance carriers, independent marketing organizations, and independent producers, advisors, brokers 
and general agents.

For more information, contact Pam Heinrich, NAFA General Counsel & Director of Government Affairs.

pam@nafa.com | 414.332.9306 ext. 6

ENHANCING THE  
SECURE RETIREMENT  

CONVERSATION

EDUCATE
We educate financial professionals, 
regulators, legislators, media, and other 
retirement industry personnel about the 
value of fixed annuities and how they 
benefit consumers.

ADVOCATE
We work with regulators and legislators 
at the state and federal levels on issues 
affecting retirement security and promote 
the use of fixed annuities as part of a 
holistic retirement savings plan.

INTEGRATE
We coordinate with member companies 
and national financial trade organizations 
to advance initiatives and policies that 
help Americans plan for and meet their 
retirement income goals.

WHY FIXED ANNUITIES MATTER
Fixed annuities play a critical role in helping shape the collective retirement future of our country. 

• There is approximately $1 trillion of in-force fixed annuity 
premium serving roughly 8 million Americans.

• Middle-class consumers largely comprise the annuity 
market, with an average fixed annuity valued at $117,000.

• In 2019, life insurance companies paid $88.1 billion in 
annuity benefit payments to contract holders. 

• Research consistently shows that annuity ownership 
contributes to higher levels of retirement confidence.



A B O U T  N A F A
NAFA, the National Association for Fixed Annuities, is the premier 

trade association exclusively dedicated to fixed annuities. Our 

mission is to promote the awareness and understanding of 

fixed annuities. We educate annuity salespeople, regulators, 

legislators, journalists, and industry personnel about the value 

of fixed annuities and their benefits to consumers. NAFA’s 

membership represents every aspect of the fixed annuity 

marketplace covering 85% of fixed annuities sold by independent 

agents, advisors and brokers. NAFA was founded in 1998. For 

more information, visit www.nafa.com.




